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The northern hemisphere winter aviation season (referred to as 
W19/20 or W19) begins in just under two weeks on Sunday 27 
October. While carriers continue to fine-tune their networks, 
especially regarding winter-only ski services, the vast majority 
of the schedules planned for W19/20 (which finishes on 
Saturday 28 March 2020) should now be on sale and therefore 
worthy of analysis.  

Around 4% increase in seats expected 

Analysing the latest schedules from Cirium Data and Analytics 
indicates that the number of flights from European airports is 
set to rise by 2.5% this winter, seat capacity will increase by 
3.7% and ASKs will grow by 4.7%. These figures follow the 
recent trend of both increasing average aircraft size and 
increasing average sector length. 

Several airlines lost since last winter 

This almost 4% increase in seats has been achieved despite the 
departure from European airports of several major carriers 
since last winter. In alphabetical order these include Adria 
Airways, Aigle Azur, flybmi, Germania, Jet Airways of India, 
Thomas Cook Airlines in the UK and Iceland’s WOW air. 

Wizz Air is fastest-growing top 20 airline 

Among Europe’s top 30 airlines (as measured by departing 
seats from European airports), 22 are reporting growth 
compared with last winter while eight are currently scheduling 
a reduction in capacity. Three of the top 30 carriers are even 
reporting cuts of more than 10% in seat capacity; Eurowings 
(down 12%), Flybe (down 16%) and Norwegian (down 18%). For 
more on Norwegian’s cuts see Issue 48 of The ANKER Report. 

Among Europe’s leading carriers, Wizz Air’s planned growth of 
over 23% stands out, helping the carrier into a clear third place 
among Europe’s (U)LCCs and ninth overall, only just behind 

SAS. The next biggest carrier reporting double-digit growth is 
Pobeda, now Europe’s 29th biggest carrier. The low-cost 
subsidiary of Aeroflot has been expanding rapidly from Moscow 
and, more recently, St. Petersburg with winter capacity set to 
grow by well over 30%. 

With a nice, new airport with plenty of spare capacity to play 
with, Turkish Airlines is the second fastest-growing carrier 
among Europe’s top 15 airlines, though its 6% increase is still 
relatively modest compared with growth in recent years. This 
growth is coming from an 11% rise in international capacity as 
domestic capacity is virtually unchanged from last winter.  

The Star Alliance carrier is this winter operating 12 
international routes from Istanbul IST that it did not serve last 
winter, including Bordeaux, Caracas, Denpasar and Mexico City. 

Ryanair growing, easyJet not so much 

Despite now not receiving a significant number of 737 MAXs 
this year, Ryanair is still registering a 4% growth in seat capacity 
this winter. In contrast, easyJet is currently scheduling no 
growth across its European airports this winter. However, it is 
increasing winter capacity by 42% across its eight non-
European airports in Egypt, Israel, Jordan and Morocco, 
resulting in a 0.6% overall growth in total network capacity. 
Ryanair’s growth at non-European is also above its network 
average, with the Irish carrier planning 20% capacity growth at 
its 16 airports in Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and Morocco.  

Among the top 30 carriers in Europe this winter are just two 
from outside Europe; Emirates ranked 23rd is increasing winter 
capacity by just over 3%, while Qatar Airways in 30th has upped 
its European seats by almost 11%. Since last winter the Doha-
based carrier has added non-stop routes from Izmir, Lisbon and 
Malta. The leading US carrier, United 
Airlines, ranks only 45th. 

European seat capacity up 4% in W19; 
Wizz Air and Turkey are clear winners 
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Welcome 

The start of W19/20 season is just two 
weeks away, so in this issue we look at 
which airlines and country markets are 
likely to see the biggest percentage 
increases in passengers based on 
analysis of capacity data. 

Sadly, Adria Airways has become the 
latest European carrier to cease 
operations. We take a look at the 
impact of the carrier’s collapse on its 
home airport of Ljubljana in Slovenia 
while also taking a look at develop-
ments in Albania and in Marseille 

We also look at the history of the UK-
Russia market, and analyse the 
significance of 22 newly launched 
routes across Europe. 

Ralph Anker: ralph@anker-report.com 

http://www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en-/bsn-route-development?utm_source=the%20anker%20report&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=aviation
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As one Central European country (Slovenia) sees its 
national carrier (Adria Airways) cease operations, 
another (Albania) is developing what appears to be its 
designated flag-carrier, Air Albania. Located on the 
Adriatic sea, close to the heel of Italy, Albania’s 
neighbours are Greece, Kosovo, Montenegro and North 
Macedonia. It has a total population of under three 
million and the country is an official candidate for 
membership of the EU. Tirana International Airport is 
currently the country’s only international airport. 

Belle Air behind growth from 2006-2011 

Between 2005 and 2011 passenger numbers at Tirana 
more than doubled from 800,000 to 1.8 million. Much of 
this growth was driven by local carrier Belle Air (IATA 
code LZ) which launched operations in late 2006. The 
drop in passenger numbers in 2012 can be attributed to 
the collapse of Albanian Airlines (IATA code LV) which 
ceased operations in November 2011. 

Two years later, on 24 November 2013, Belle Air also 
stopped flying. It had been serving some 25 destinations 
with non-stop flights using a fleet of seven aircraft, two 
A320s, three A319s and two ATR 72s. Despite the 
airline’s failure, traffic at the airport continued to grow in 
2014 thanks to the arrival of Blue Panorama Airlines of 
Italy and growth from a number of other carriers 
including Alitalia. 

Recent growth driven by three carriers 

In 2014 the airport handled 1.8 million passengers. Last 
year it almost reached three million, representing 
growth of over 60% in just four years. The vast majority 
of this growth has come from three carriers; Blue 
Panorama continuing to grow its presence and become 
the leading carrier at the airport, and the emergence of  
Albawings and Ernest Airlines.  

Albawings, a local Albanian carrier, commenced 
operations in September 2006 and now has a fleet of 
three 737s. It flies to six destinations in Italy (plus 
London and Düsseldorf) and codeshares with Blue 
Panorama Airlines. Ernest Airlines, based in Italy, also 
began flying in 2016 with a focus on the Albanian 
market. It currently has a fleet of four A320-series 
aircraft and flies to nine destinations in Italy. 

Analysis of passenger data for 2018 shows that of the 
airport’s top 15 destinations, seven were in Italy (shown 
in red on the graph below). The other eight destinations 
were in seven different countries, with Turkey 
represented twice by Istanbul and Antalya. 

Passengers up 11% so far in 2019 

In the first seven months of 2019 passenger numbers are 
up 11% to 1.8 million, suggesting that the airport will 
handle around 3.3 million passengers this year. 
According to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics 
figures for this summer, growth has come primarily from 
Ernest Airlines (which has launched new routes this 
summer to Ancona, Bari, Genoa and Rome FCO), 
Lufthansa (which has doubled frequency on its Frankfurt 
service), Wizz Air (which has doubled frequency on its 
London LTN route and began Dortmund service last 
October and Memmingen service on 1 September) and 
the new carrier Air Albania. However, because of Air 

Albania’s support from Turkish Airlines, that carrier 
stopped its Istanbul IST service during the summer. 

Six flag-carriers currently operating 

Several European flag-carriers serve Tirana (shown in 
blue on the graph below. These include Aegean Airlines,  
Air Serbia, Alitalia, Austrian Airlines, British Airways and 
Lufthansa. Until recently it also included Adria Airways. 

easyJet to serve Geneva and Milan 

A major development for the airport this winter will be 
the arrival on 28 November of easyJet operating flights 
from its bases in Geneva (3-weekly, a new destination 
for Tirana) and Milan MXP (2-weekly). On 19 December 
Wizz Air will also add a new service, to Vienna (3-weekly 
competing with Austrian Airlines). 

Tirana to handle over 3 million passengers in 2019; Italian airlines 
and routes important; Air Albania growing fast and easyJet arriving 
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Austria: Vienna’s impressive growth driven by (U)LCCs  
Lauda and Wizz Air, seems to have negatively impacted  
traffic at the country’s other airports. However, easyJet, 
Eurowings and LEVEL have all cut seats since last August. 
France: Passenger numbers are up just under 4% in 
France in August with CDG growing by 4.3% while Orly 

traffic was down 5%. Double-digit growth was reported 
by both Nantes (+21%) and Bordeaux (+14%). However, 
Ajaccio and Toulouse joined Orly in reporting a year-on-
year drop in traffic. Among airlines, local carriers Air 
Corsica, Air France and HOP! all reported a drop in seats 
while Ryanair (+18%), Transavia (+16%), Vueling (+11%) 

and easyJet (+9%) all continued to show the on-going 
appetite for low-cost air travel in France. 
Greece: The country’s holiday airports reported mixed 
results but Athens registered a solid 5% growth. easyJet 
is catching Ryanair for second place in the Greek market 
while local carrier Sky Express continues to grow. 

http://www.shannonairport.ie/gns/business/aviation-development.aspx
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France’s sixth busiest airport in 2018 is on target to 
handle over 10 million passengers for the first time this 
year. Last year the southern French airport welcomed 
9.4 million commercial passengers, an increase of almost 
5% on the 2017 figure. Growth in recent years has come 
from international traffic.  

Domestic passenger numbers peaked back in 2000 at 
4.28 million, when international traffic was less than half 
that at 2.07 million. Since 2002, domestic traffic has 
consistently been between 3.2 and 3.7 million. During 
the same period international demand has grown 
steadily from two million to almost 5.7 million last year. 

Traffic up over 8% in 2019 so far 

In the first eight months of this year traffic has grown at 
a healthy 8.4%, with the airport handling over one 
million passengers for the first time in July, and then 
repeating the achievement in August. Traffic in the 
summer peak is typically around 60% higher than in the 
off-peak period of January and February.  

Ryanair adding 15 new routes in 2019 

The source of the airport’s current growth spurt is easy 
to identify. Ryanair, which began serving the airport as 
long ago as 2006, has once again made the airport a 
designated base. As a result, it has already launched 13 
new routes this year, with two more set to start before 
the end of the year (Tel Aviv and Kutaisi).  

In April, Ryanair began service to Alicante, Bologna, 
Bordeaux, Naples, Ouarzazate, Prague and Warsaw 
WMI. More recently, the beginning of October saw the 
start of service to Copenhagen, Essaouira, Milan BGY, 
Sofia, Strasbourg and Toulouse. As a result, the airline’s 
seat capacity from Marseille has grown by 27% this 
summer, while Air France (including HOP!) has seen a 
16% reduction in capacity. 

Air France hands Amsterdam route to KLM 

Almost 90% of Air France’s reduction in seat capacity can 
be attributed to two factors. The first, is the decision to 
transfer the Amsterdam route to KLM, which occurred at 
the start of the W18/19 season at the end of October 
2018. The second, is the 12% reduction in seat capacity 
on the airline’s busiest route to Paris ORY. 

Volotea starts four new routes, grows seats by 23% 

Ryanair is by far the biggest (U)LCC in Marseille but it is 
not the only one. easyJet, Volotea and Vueling are all 
among the top 10 airlines at the airport, with Volotea 
having increased capacity this summer by over 20%. The 
carrier made Marseille a base last summer and served a 
total of 21 destinations from the airport this summer. 
This included new routes to Bari, Cagliari, Luxembourg 
and Rijeka, while Alicante service was dropped.  

Ryanair’s subsidiary Lauda was a new carrier this 
summer beginning service from Stuttgart (and adding 
Vienna from the start of W19/20), while Eurowings 
(serving Düsseldorf) and Pegasus Airlines (serving 
Istanbul SAW) are also present. However, neither 
Norwegian nor Wizz Air currently serve Marseille. 

Aeroflot and Ethiopian Airlines are newest flag-carriers 

Among flag-carriers, British Airways grew its presence in 
Marseille by increasing service from 3-daily to 4-daily. 

Lufthansa has daily service to both of its hubs in 
Frankfurt and Munich, and Turkish Airlines serves 
Istanbul IST. Aeroflot began service in June to Moscow 
SVO and SAS launched a short season of flights from 
both Copenhagen and Stockholm.  

Montreal is the leading long-haul destination served non
-stop with both Air Canada and Air Transat operating 

services. Air Austral serves Reunion, Air Madagascar 
serves Antananarivo and Air Senegal is set to take over 
service to Dakar (via Barcelona on the outbound sector 
from Marseille) following the collapse of Aigle Azur. 

Ethiopian Airlines began serving Marseille 3-weekly in 
July, with flights operating via Milan MXP. From the end 
of October, flights will operate via Vienna instead. 

Marseille set to break 10m passenger mark in 2019; Air France and 
Ryanair battle for #1 carrier status; Aeroflot and Ethiopian new in S19 
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On 1 October Wizz Air became the latest carrier to offer 
non-stop service between the UK and Russia, a market 
that has had its ups and downs in recent years. The ULCC 
began daily flights from London LTN to Moscow VKO and 
St. Petersburg using its A321s.  

Traffic peaked in 2013 

Between 2004 and 2013 passenger numbers between 
the two countries doubled from 518,000 to 1.04 million, 
despite the fact that traffic had fallen by 14% in 2009 as 
a result of the global recession. 

While 2014 saw only a modest drop in demand, 
passenger numbers fell by 17% in 2015 and by almost 
14% in 2016, before picking up again in 2017 with 
growth of almost 18%. Despite Russia hosting the FIFA 
World Cup in 2018 (in which England made it as far as 
the semi-finals), demand to and from the UK was 
virtually unchanged. 

Aeroflot and British Airways have been only constant 

Throughout the period between 2004 and 2019, Aeroflot 
has served London LHR from Moscow SVO, while British 
Airways has connected London LHR with both Moscow 
DME and St. Petersburg, though the latter route was 
suspended on 3 October. However, there have also been 
several other carriers and routes that have operated 
during that period: 

In 2004, in addition to the above flights, British Airways 
was also flying from Heathrow to Ekaterinburg, 
Transaero was connecting Moscow DME with London 
LGW, and Rossiya started flying between St. Petersburg 
and both Heathrow and Gatwick. 

2006: British Midland began serving Moscow DME from 
London LHR. Transaero shifted its Heathrow service to 
Gatwick. 

2007: KD Avia (remember them?) began flying between 
Kaliningrad and Gatwick. British Midland replaced British 
Airways in connecting Heathrow with Ekaterinburg.  

2008: British Midland ceased operations to Ekaterinburg. 

2009: KD Avia ceased operations from Kaliningrad. 

2010: Rossiya ceased operations between St. Petersburg 
and Heathrow. 

2012: British Midland ceased operations to Moscow 
DME. Rossiya ceased operations between St. Petersburg 
and Gatwick. Transaero began flying from Moscow VKO 
to Heathrow. 

2013: Transaero ceased operations from Moscow DME 
to Heathrow. easyJet began flying between Gatwick and 
Moscow DME. 

2015: Transaero ceased operations from Moscow VKO to  
Heathrow. 

2016: easyJet suspended service between Gatwick and 
Moscow DME. Aeroflot began serving Gatwick from 
Moscow SVO. 

2018: Aeroflot replaced its Gatwick to Moscow SVO 
service with Gatwick to St. Petersburg flights. British 

Airways began serving Moscow SVO from Heathrow. 
Pobeda started service from St. Petersburg to Stansted. 

2019: Wizz Air begins daily service from Luton to  both 
Moscow VKO and St. Petersburg. Pobeda suspends 
Stansted service at the end of March 2019 after less than 
six months of service and BA drops St. Petersburg. 

Outside of London, easyJet also connected Manchester 
with Moscow DME between March 2013 and September 
2015. Given that Russia is not an EU member, all services 
between the UK and Russia have been controlled by the 
Air Service Agreement between the two countries.  

When British Midland collapsed in 2012 both easyJet 
and Virgin Atlantic wanted to become the second 
designated carrier from the UK, but the UK CAA chose 
easyJet as it offered a ‘distinctly different product’. 

Wizz Air joins Aeroflot and BA in UK-Russia market; will it succeed 
where British Midland, easyJet, KD Avia, Rossiya & Transaero failed? 
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Launched routes 

Air Albania (IATA code ZB, formerly held by Monarch 
Airlines in the UK) has added a second aircraft to its fleet 
and launched flights from Tirana to Italy on Monday 30 
September. The airline launched flight to Istanbul last 
September using an ex-Turkish Airlines A319. It now 
operates the route 2-daily. Turkish Airlines was 
operating the same route 2-daily until mid-June when it 
appears to have allowed Air Albania to take over the 
route. As a result, Turkish Airlines now codeshares with 
Air Albania on the route. The new Italian routes to 
Bologna, Rome FCO and Milan MXP are all operated on 
a daily basis by a relatively new, 3-year-old 737-800 
which is leased from Turkish Airlines and is operating 
with Turkish registration (TC-JZG). All three routes are 
already flown by Blue Panorama Airlines and Ernest, 
with Alitalia a third competitor on the Rome FCO route. 
It may not come as a complete surprise to discover that 
Air Albania is, in fact, 49% owned by Turkish Airlines 
and is a joint venture with Albanian companies, 
Albcontrol and MDN Investments. According to a route 
map on the airline’s website it seems that London is the 
airline’s next planned destination. 

Binter Canarias has introduced a daily service between 
La Palma and Tenerife TFS in the Canary Islands. The 130
-kilometre route will be flown by the airline’s ATR 72-
500s and -600s. The scheduled block time is just 40 
minutes with the actual flight time being around 25 
minutes according to Flightradar24.com. Binter Canarias 
already connects La Palma with Tenerife TFN with 
between 12 and 19 daily flights during 2019. Among the 
Canary Island airports La Palma ranks sixth with 1.42 
million passengers in 2018. This compares with Gran 
Canaria (13.57m), Tenerife TFS (11.04m), Lanzarote 
(7.33m), Fuerteventura (6.12m) and Tenerife TFN 
(5.49m). 

Ryanair added six new routes from its Marseille base 
between 2 October and 5 October. The new destinations 
are Copenhagen (served 2-weekly), Essaouira in 
Morocco (2-weekly), Milan BGY (4-weekly), Sofia (2-
weekly), Strasbourg (3-weekly) and Toulouse (daily). 
Only two of these routes are already served; Strasbourg 
(by Air France 5-weekly and Volotea 4-weekly) and 
Toulouse (by Air France 16-weekly). The shortest sector 
is the 310-kilometre domestic link to Toulouse while the 
longest route is the 1,870-kilometre route to Essaouira. 
Ryanair’s capacity at Marseille this winter will be 54% 
higher than in W18/19 with two other new routes to Tel 
Aviv (29 October) and Kutaisi in Georgia (7 November) 
set to start in the next few weeks. In total the ULCC will 
serve 44 destinations from Marseille this winter 
compared with 27 in W18/19 and it will account for 26% 
of scheduled seat capacity at the French airport, just 

behind Air France with 28%. For more on developments 
at Marseille in recent years see our airport profile on 
page 4. 

Also in France, Ryanair added six new routes from its 
Bordeaux base between 2 October and 5 October. The 
new destinations are Budapest (2-weekly), Lille (daily), 
Nador (2-weekly), Palermo (2-weekly), Prague (2-
weekly) and Strasbourg (3-weekly). Five of these are 
already served; Volotea competes on the Palermo, 

Prague and Strasbourg routes, while Ryanair is going 
head-to-head with Wizz Air on the Budapest route. The 
700-kilometre Lille route is already served by Air France 
(17-weekly) and easyJet (9-weekly) leaving Nador as the 
only destination which is new at Bordeaux. These new 
services replace the seasonal summer routes operated 
by Ryanair from Bordeaux to Alicante, Cork, Edinburgh, 
Faro, Lamezia Terme and Mykonos, allowing the carrier 
to keep three aircraft based at the airport. Another new 
route to Oujda in Morocco will launch at the end of 
October. Ryanair will serve 31 destinations from 
Bordeaux this winter when it will account for 20% of the 
airport’s scheduled seat capacity, ranking it third behind 
easyJet (30%) and Air France (28%). Elsewhere on its 
pan-European network, Ryanair launched 4-weekly 
service on 2 October between Madrid and Athens 
(competing with Iberia’s 11-weekly service and Aegean 
Airlines’s 9-weekly service), as well as 3-weekly service 
on 3 October between Madrid and Kiev KBP (competing 
with Ukraine International Airlines’s daily service). 

Transavia introduced a 3-weekly service (Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays) from Amsterdam to Amman 
on 1 October. The 3,780-kilometre route will be flown 
using the carrier’s 737-800s. Royal Jordanian already 
connects the two airports with 4-weekly service. KLM 
previously served Amman but stopped flying to the 
Jordanian capital at the end of S06. This winter 
Transavia will be serving 46 destinations from 
Amsterdam and account for just under 6% of scheduled 
seats at the Dutch airport. Compared with last winter it 
has added flights to Reykjavik (on 5 July) and Amman, 
changed airports at Eilat in Israel, and dropped routes to 
Boa Vista and Sal in Cape Verde as well as flights to 
Munich.  

Ural Airlines on 2 October launched 2-weekly service 
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) between Moscow ZIA and 
Nukus in Uzbekistan. The 2,120-kilometre route will be 
flown by the carrier’s A320 fleet and faces no 
competition. Nukus is the country’s sixth largest city and 
lies in the west of the country close to the border with 
Turkmenistan. Uzbekistan Airways also flies from 
Nukus, with 2-daily flights to the capital, Tashkent, and 
weekly flights to Moscow VKO. 

On 1 October Wizz Air added two more routes to its 
London LTN base, this time to Russia. The ULCC now 
offers daily flights from the UK airport to both Moscow 
VKO and St. Petersburg using its A321s. There is no 
direct competition on either route. However, British 
Airways connects London LHR with both Moscow DME 
and Moscow SVO while Aeroflot also links London LHR 
with Moscow SVO. In addition, Aeroflot also connects 
London LGW with St. Petersburg. In recent years, British 
Midland, easyJet, KD Avia, Pobeda, Rossiya and 
Transaero have all offered flights between London and 
Russia. See page 5 for more on the development of the 
UK-Russia market since 2004. 

Latest European route news 
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Slovenia joined the EU in 2004 and became the first 
Eastern European member to adopt the Euro as its 
currency in 2007. However, unlike some of it regional 
neighbours, it has not seen the same consistent increase 
in air travel as a result of air traffic liberalisation. 
Between 2004 and 2008 passenger numbers at the 
country’s main airport in Ljubljana did indeed increase 
by 60% from 1.05 million to 1.67 million. However, a 
decade later traffic had grown less than 10% to just 1.82 
million. In the first eight months of 2019, prior to the 
collapse of the national carrier Adria Airways, demand 
was up a modest 3.7%. 

Adria Airways was dominant carrier 

Adria Airways has long been the dominant carrier at the 
airport. The airline’s reduced operations between 2008 
and 2012 explains the drop in traffic during this period. 
However, other carriers also reduced capacity (Air 
France, CSA Czech Airlines) or stopped serving the 
airport (Air Serbia, Brussels Airlines and Malev). 

Since the low of 2012, traffic has grown by 50%, despite 
virtually no growth in 2014 and a 4% drop in demand in 
2016. Just under half of that growth came from the 
expansion of Adria Airways. easyJet and Turkish Airlines 
both doubled their capacity at the airport during that 
period while Wizz Air, which had served the airport in 
2006, returned in late October 2012 with flights to 
Brussels CRL and London LTN. However, the Luton 
service will be suspended from the end of October with 
only Charleroi returning in S20. 

Adria Airways served over 30 destinations in S19 

Star Alliance member Adria Airways was still the 
dominant carrier at Ljubljana in August 2019 with almost 
60% of scheduled seat capacity according to analysis of 
Cirium Data and Analytics figures. Last August the figure 
was closer to 70%.  

This summer, Adria Airways was serving 35 destinations 
from Ljubljana, having added Lemnos in Greece since 
last summer, but dropped Brac, Bucharest, Dubrovnik, 
Düsseldorf, Geneva, Hamburg, Kiev KBP, Moscow SVO 
and Warsaw. At the time of the airline’s collapse it was 
operating six CRJ-900s, two CRJ-700s and five Saab 
2000s, the latter previously operated by Darwin Airline / 
Etihad Regional. 

Star Alliance carriers replace four lost routes 

Analysing the airline’s leading routes from Ljubljana by 
ASKs shows that Frankfurt leads the way. In the graph of 
top 20 routes for ASKs, the routes shown in green are 
served by other carriers, some of whom have already 
announced plans to increase capacity. 

The four routes shown in red are all to Star Alliance 
hubs. Lufthansa has already announced that from the 
start of W19/20 it will commence flights to Frankfurt and 
Munich, while Brussels Airlines will resume service from 
Brussels BRU on 4 November. SWISS will pick up the 
Zurich route starting 16 October. These four routes 
alone accounted for around 40% of Adria’s scheduled 
flights and seats this summer. 

Out of Adria’s top 10 routes for ASKs this summer, only 
three (Copenhagen, Skopje and Tirana) will not, as yet, 
be served this winter. 

Comparison with Budapest 

Analysis of the most recent schedule data suggests that 
Ljubljana’s seat capacity will be down almost 40% this 
winter, despite the rapid replacement of the four Star 
Alliance routes. This may yet change as airlines evaluate 
their options for the Slovenian market. 

While there are rumours that the government wants to 
create a new national airline, it might consider the 
example of Budapest in Hungary, which saw its flag-
carrier Malev collapse in early 2012. In 2011 the 
Hungarian flag-carrier accounted for approximately 40% 
of the airport’s traffic, when it handled 8.9 million 
passengers.  

Since then, traffic has grown to 14.9 million in 2018, an 
increase of 67%, with double-digit growth in each of the 
last four years thanks primarily to Ryanair and Wizz Air. 
Whether Fraport-operated Ljubljana can (or wants to) 
attract Ryanair is another matter. So far the carrier’s only 
Slovenian service was between London STN and Maribor 
which operated between June 2007 and March 2008. 

Ljubljana to see 40% drop in traffic this winter after Adria Airways 
stops flying; Brussels Airlines, Lufthansa and SWISS take up routes 
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Slovenia and Iceland impacted by airline failures 

Analysis of scheduled capacity by European country 
highlights how vulnerable some country markets are to 
the collapse of a single airline. Despite the rapid 
response from various other Star Alliance members to 
the collapse of Adria Airways in Ljubljana, scheduled 
capacity in Slovenia is still set to fall by almost 40% this 
summer.  

The collapse of WOW air in Iceland earlier this year has 
not been quite so dramatic for the Icelandic market as it 
was the country’s second carrier behind Icelandair. 
However, its demise has resulted in Icelandic capacity 
dropping by just over 20% this winter. The tiny Gibraltar 
market, which suffered significantly when Monarch 
Airlines went bust, is seeing a double-digit capacity cut 
this winter purely because British Airways has elected to 
cut weekly frequency from typically 13 in W18/19 to 
nine in W19/20. The only other carrier serving Gibraltar 
from the UK this winter, easyJet, has hardly altered its 
capacity. 

Little change in top three markets 

The top three European country markets (UK, Germany 
and Spain) are all looking at capacity changes of less than 
1%. Brexit concerns notwithstanding, airlines operating 
in the UK have maintained capacity. While the total seat 
capacity is up just 50,000 across the whole of the winter 
season, British Airways is adding almost 600,000 seats 
from UK airports, followed by Wizz Air (310,000 more), 
Jet2.com (just over 300,000 more) and Loganair 
(285,000 more, representing growth of 70% compared 
with W18/19).  

At the other end of the rankings, the collapse of Thomas 
Cook Airlines has deprived the UK market of just over 
900,000 departing seats this winter. Flybe has cut over 
500,000 seats (around 13% down on W18/19), Ryanair 
has reduced UK capacity by around 260,000 seats while 
Eurowings (down 33%), Jet Airways  (ceased flying) and 
Norwegian (down 15%), are all registering at least 
200,000 fewer seats from UK airports this winter.  

In Germany this winter, easyJet, Eurowings, Lufthansa 
and Ryanair have all cut capacity, while Germania 
collapsed. However, the fastest-growth carriers by seat 
volume are Corendon Airlines, Onur Air and SunExpress 

Deutschland. In Spain, Vueling and Iberia (including 
Iberia Express) have added the most seats while the 
collapse of Germania and Thomas Cook Airlines has 
negatively impacted capacity, as has a 3% reduction in 
Ryanair capacity and a 35% reduction in seats operated 
by Norwegian.  

Turkey has biggest seat increase this winter 

The biggest volume increase in seats looks set to be in 
The Turkish market where scheduled seat capacity is set 
to increase by over 12%, which is equivalent to an 
additional 5.2 million seats. Turkish Airlines leads the 
way but there are also significant capacity increases 
being recorded by local carrier Corendon Airlines as well 
as Russian carriers Azur Air and Nordwind Airlines. The 
ANKER Report is slightly sceptical about the rapid growth 
of these Russian carriers in Europe as the monthly 
capacity data across the last couple of years shows some 
suspiciously large increases in a very short space of time.  

Azur Air’s capacity (IATA code ZF) appears to have 

increased fivefold between March 2019 and July 2019 
while analysis of Nordwind Airlines’s schedule data (IATA 
code N4) indicated a trebling of capacity between 
W18/19 and W19/20. It will be interesting to see if 
passenger numbers passing through Turkey’s airports 
this winter also show a double-digit increase. These 
possible data issues for Russian carriers may also explain 
Russia’s almost 9% increase in seat capacity. 

Swedish capacity down 3% 

Among the top 20 European country markets the biggest 
percentage reduction in seat capacity can be seen in 
Sweden, which appears to be at the forefront of 
environmental concerns about aviation. In volume terms 
however, Iceland (399,000 fewer seats) and Germany 
(393,000 fewer seats) have seen bigger reductions in 
seats than Sweden (357,000 fewer seats). Elsewhere, Air 
Albania is driving 22% growth in Albania, while 
Montenegro’s 28% growth is driven by Montenegro 
Airlines and supported by Ryanair and Pobeda. 
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